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61 [Media question]

62 [Media question]

63 [Media question]

64 [Media question]

65 [Media question]

66 [Media question]

67 [Media question]

68 [Media question]

69 [Media question]

70 [Media question]

71 The Hugo Boss fashion house is based in which European country?

72 How many lines are there in a sonnet?

73
Which prolific songwriter's credits include Night and Day and I Got You 

Under My Skin?

74
Which actress portrayed the character Tracy, who marries James Bond, 

in the 1969 film On Her Majesty's Secret Service?

75
In the novel and film Fever Pitch which English Premier League football 

team does the main character support?
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76 What are the administrative divisions of Switzerland called? 

77
In 1579 the Netherlands achieved independence from which European 

country?

78 At which game has the actor Omar Sharif represented his country?

79 Which word of Hindi origin refers to one who rides an elephant?

80
In which year did the West Coast Eagles and Brisbane Bears join the then 

VFL competition?

81
Well, I'm running down the road tryin' to loosen my load; I've got seven 

women on my mind is the first line of which 1972 hit song?

82 Which well-known author died in a French lunatic asylum in 1814?

83
Rome and Carthage fought each other in which series of second and 

third century AD wars?

84
In marketing, which letter of the alphabet gives its name to a score 

measuring the familiarity and appeal of a brand, company, or celebrity?

85
In digital imaging, what five-letter is the technical term for the smallest 

controllable element of a picture represented on a screen?

86 Which Roman Emperor made his horse a Senator?

87 What is the oldest continuously functioning brewery in Australia?

88
Dulce et Decorum est is a 1917 poem by which British author and 

soldier?

89
Which author's works include The Commitments (1987) and The Van 

(1991)?

90 What do the initials G.U.R. signify on a golf course?
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91
What is the sum of Charles, Williams and Henrys that have been King of 

England/Britain?

92
The German battleship The Graf Spree was scuttled off Montevideo 

following which 1939 WW2 battle?

93
Singer and actress Lorna Luft is the half-sister of which Hollywood 

legend?

94 Who was once married to both Michael Jackson and Nicholas Cage?

95
Cuba's Javier Sotomayor is the current world record holder in which 

athletics event?

96
What eight letter word is both a boat shipwrecked off the Western 

Australia coast in 1629 and a colonial name for Jakarta?

97 Wand'rin' Star is a song from which Lerner and Loewe stage musical?

98

The name of which fictional central European country was originally 

coined by author Anthony Hope but has now lent its name to an entire 

genre of romance and adventure stories?

99 What is the official language of Mozambique?

100 With 27, which country's flag contains the most stars after the USA's 50?

101 What actor was called The Man of 1,000 Faces?

102 Excluding the sun, what is the brightest star in the sky?

103 Who was the last British governor of Hong Kong?

104
Which Rio stadium hosted the 2014 World Cup final between Germany 

and Argentina?

105 Who wanted the head of John the Baptist?
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106
What is the only Welsh county to compete in the English county cricket 

championships?

107 With 150 verses, what is the longest book in the Bible?   

108
Which song from The Lion King won the 1994 Academy Award for best 

original song?

109 How many rows does a Scrabble board consist of?

110 What colour is the zero compartment on a roulette wheel?

111 In 1963 which actor played the first Dr Who?

112 What links Barbados, Neptune and Maserati?

113
Emily Bronte, Frederic Chopin and John Keats all died after contracting 

which disease?

114
Which 1935 folk opera was the first to feature a cast made up entirely of 

African-Americans?

115 In which European country was the computer game Tetris invented?

116 Which African nation's flag is a mirror image of the Republic of Ireland's?

117
Which actress played the female lead in the 1989 movie The Fabulous 

Baker Boys?

118 In which country did the Euro replace the Escudo as the unit of currency?

119 Which sport does Michelle Wie play professionally?

120
Which long-running British TV soap opera is set in a fictitious Yorkshire 

village?
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